Disabled?

Unable to work?

Call #SSDI (#7734)

#SSDI is available at special
discount pricing from our
exclusive marketing agency.
Call for details.

Robin Ventura
Prevail Case Management

(407) 367-7919
rventura@prevail.net

AN AMAZING MARKETING
TOOL FOR FORWARD
THINKING ATTORNEYS

Call today to reserve an exclusive
#SSDI territory before your
competition beats you to the punch.

www.SSDIProject.com
#SSDI is a service of Hashtag Dialing Codes,
LLC. Copyright @ 2019 All rights reserved.

#SSDI is one of only 15 #codes
provisioned by the 4 major wireless
for commercial use in all 50 States.

TOLL FREE NUMBER #SSDI (#7734)
The combined eﬀort of multiple #SSDI users,
each investing in advertising #SSDI in their
respective areas, will ultimately create a
national #SSDI brand. Our primary goal is to
make #SSDI a household word. #SSDI will be
the ﬁrst phone number that people think of
when they need to hire a Social Security
disability attorney.

SSDIPROJECT.COM
SSDIProject.com is the companion website to
#SSDI. Each #SSDI user will have the option
of being included on the website.
Each user page will include a web form.
Completed forms will be routed directly to
the respective licensee.
A portion of user fees will be applied to
national SEO and SEM campaigns.

#CODES AS ADVERTISING TOOLS
The success that businesses, particularly
lawyers, are having utilizing #codes as
adjunct marketing tools has been astounding. On average our clients report that by
simply swapping out a toll free number
from an advertisement and replacing it
with a #code the responsive leads at least
double.

#CODES AS INVESTMENT VEHICLES
#Codes are also designed to be great
investment tools. Because unlike vanity toll
free numbers, the monthly fee charged for
a #code never increases. #SSDI users will
beneﬁt directly from the amount of money
that they invest in advertising their #code.
Because #SSDI can be sub-licensed and/or
assigned, with all proﬁts going to the
original #code user.

SO LONG VANITY
TOLL FREE NUMBERS
Vanity toll-free numbers had their day. But
today vanity toll free numbers are over
saturated, overused and unmemorable
combinations of letters and numbers.
Even with the addition of tens of millions of
new toll-free numbers with (888) (877) (866)
(855) (844) becoming available - it remains
impossible for a business to get a decent
vanity toll-free number that spells a word or
words that are capable of branding.
Worthwhile toll-free numbers and for that
matter worthwhile "dot com" domain names
are unavailable or too expensive to buy or
license from third parties.
The availability of #codes present savvy
business-people with a unique opportunity
similar to being among the ﬁrst people that
obtained the best vanity toll free numbers.

